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Abstract: The deterioration of ride comfort in ultra-compact vehicles has recently become an increas-
ing concern. Active seat suspension was proposed to improve the ride comfort of ultra-compact
vehicles. An active seat suspension is a vibration control device that is easily installed. The general
vibration control system of the active seat suspension is fed back to the displacement and velocity
by integrating the measured seat acceleration. This control has problems, such as control delay and
deviation by integration. In this study, we focused on vibration control using acceleration directly.
First, we established a control model that feeds back the acceleration to terminate the error occurring
in the integral process and investigated the change in vibration characteristics in the case where the
feedback gain of acceleration was changed. Second, the control system was analyzed to investigate
the performance of the control based on the frequency characteristics. As a result, it was confirmed
that the frequency response changes when the feedback gain is changed. In acceleration feedback
control, ride comfort was improved by selecting a proper feedback gain because the characteristics of
frequency were changed by the gain.

Keywords: active seat suspension; ultra-compact vehicle; vibration control; ride comfort

1. Introduction

In recent years, ultracompact vehicles have been proposed as a new means of trans-
portation for short distances. Ultra-compact vehicles are easy to drive and have high
turning performance because of the very small body size, which seats one–two passengers.
Therefore, vehicles are used in both urban and tourist areas. However, ultra-compact
vehicles have a problem with ride comfort, owing to their simple internal structure. to the
ride comfort is particularly when driving on unpaved roads.

Oshinoya et al. proposed an “active seat suspension” system to improve the ride
comfort of ultra-compact vehicles [1]. Active seat suspension is a vibration control device
located in the seat area of a vehicle. Such systems can be easily installed.

An active seat suspension is a system in which the vibration of the seat is controlled
using the detected acceleration of the seat surface. Magneto-viscous fluid, hydraulic, and
servo actuators have been used for active seat suspension systems, but in ultra-compact
vehicles, compact, lightweight, and high-thrust actuators are required in consideration
of the operating environment. Therefore, we focused on voice coil motors to construct
actuators with high thrust and response. We have proposed a masking method to change
the ride quality using an activity seat suspension with a voice coil motor. Masking is
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a method for reducing the impact of a disturbance input relative to the vibration input
to the vehicle (disturbance) by applying a different frequency component to the active
seat suspension (masker). The important factor is the amplitude of the masker vibration
relative to that of the disturbance vibration. In other words, the thrust and stroke of
the active seat suspension are very important, and we have confirmed the effectiveness
of the proposed activity seat suspension mechanism in improving ride comfort through
masking [2]. In addition, we evaluated ride comfort using biometric information that can
be measured continuously and in real time. We have proposed a control method that uses
this biometric information to actively control the vibration input to the occupant according
to their psychological state [3]. Furthermore, commonly devised seat suspensions have
passive, semi-active, and active controls, and the control performance for each model
varies widely [4–14]. Control methods such as robust control, fuzzy control, sliding mode
control, adaptive control, and neural network control have been proposed for active seat
suspension [15–22]. However, these control methods are state feedback control methods
for displacement and velocity [23]. Generally, in ride quality evaluation, ISO 2631 and
Janeway's ride quality limit curves are presented as frequency bands, and acceleration
affects the ride quality [24,25]. Therefore, it is necessary to construct a control method
that controls acceleration and designs acceleration that is comfortable for the occupant.
In addition, each passenger has his or her own unique riding comfort and body shape as
a result of vibration. It is necessary to provide ride comfort tailored to each individual
occupant. For this reason, we have proposed a ride comfort control system tailored to each
individual occupant, as shown in Figure 1. This system acquires the occupant's biometric
information, predicts the occupant's psychological state from the biometric information,
and controls the system according to the predicted psychological state. A method for
predicting psychological states from biometric information has been reported [26], and this
paper examines the control system. Based on the above system. We applied a feedback
control algorithm that uses displacement and velocity calculated by integration of measured
seat acceleration in the control system of an active seat suspension system [27]. However,
control delay and deviation owing to the integral process can affect the control performance.
Therefore, in this study, we focused on a vibration control system that directly feeds back
acceleration. We investigated the frequency characteristics when the feedback gain was
changed. Moreover, the control system was analyzed to investigate the control performance
in the assumed case of an actual road environment.
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Figure 1. Ride comfort control system considering drivers. 

  

Figure 1. Ride comfort control system considering drivers.
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2. Active Seat Suspension

In this study, the control target was an active seat suspension system in an ultra-
compact vehicle. Figure 2 shows an ultra-compact vehicle with active seat suspension.
Figure 3 shows the active seat suspension and Figure 4 shows the control devices. An
aluminum plate was used as the driver’s seat, which was supported by four coil springs
and allowed to vibrate only in the vertical direction via a linear slider. A voice coil motor
(VCM), which enables high-accuracy and high-speed control, was adopted for the control
actuator and was located inside the active seat suspension, as shown in Figure 5. This
provides the benefit of direct-drive maintenance-free control. Table 1 lists the specifications
of the vehicle and VCM. The seat of the vehicle was controlled directly by the active
seat suspension system, which was located under the seat. The controlled vibration was
measured using an accelerometer mounted on the top of the seat. In previous studies, we
conducted a driving experiment using an actual system and confirmed that the optimal
control theory [28] and sliding mode control [29], which used velocity and displacement,
were able to suppress the vibration of the seat. The investigation model of the active seat
suspension in this study was the same as that used in previous studies [28,29].
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Figure 5. Voice coil motor.

Table 1. Specifications for the vehicle and VCM.

Ultra-Compact Vehicle: EVERYDAY COMS BASIC
(Toyota Auto Body Co., Ltd.)

Total weight [kg] 325

Length [mm] 1935

Whole width [mm] 955

Height [mm] 1600

Wheelbase [mm] 1280

Tread (front, rear) [mm] 840, 815

VCM
(Aoyama Special Steel Co., Ltd.)

Stroke [mm] 20

Thrust constant [N/A] 110

Nominal thrust [N] 160

Maximum thrust [N] 320

Rated current [A] 1.46

3. Modeling and Control System of Active Seat Suspension

The frequency characteristics and control performance of the acceleration feedback
system were investigated using analysis software from Simulink The MathWorks, Inc. A
mathematical model of the active seat suspension described in Section 2 was established.
As shown in Section 2, the active seat suspension comprises coil springs, linear sliders, and
actuators. Therefore, the active seat suspension was modeled as a one degree-of-freedom
vibration system, as shown in Figure 6. In this study, we focused on vibration characteristics
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without considering the characteristics of the electric circuit. The motion equation of the
model is as follows:

m
..
y + c(

.
y− .

z) + k(y− z) = − f
..
y (1)

where m is the sum of the masses of the seat and driver including their legs; k is the
spring constant (as the sum of the four springs); c is the apparent damping coefficient
considering the friction of the linear slider, internal damping of the spring, and concomitant
mechanical elements; f is the feedback gain for seat acceleration; y is the displacement
of the seat; and z is the displacement of the floor-connected active seat suspension. The
right-hand side shows the driving force of the voice-coil motor. This shows the direct
feedback of acceleration.
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4. Frequency Characteristics of Acceleration Feedback System

In this section, the characteristics of the acceleration feedback system were investigated
using the model described in Section 3. In particular, the mass was changed virtually by the
feedback of acceleration in the control system, as shown in Equation (1). It is conceivable
that the frequency characteristics of the control system changed because the resonance point
was moved by the proposed control. Therefore, from Equation (2) changes in the frequency
characteristics by acceleration feedback control were investigated using simulations.

ω =

√
k
m

(2)

m: mass k: spring coefficient
The vibration response of the active seat suspension was investigated using the model

shown in Figure 7, when a sine wave disturbance z was input. Four values were used
for the feedback gain (f = −20, 0, 20, 40). Here, f = 0 denotes the state without control.
Table 2 lists the parameters of the vibration model used in this study. The frequency of the
sine wave disturbance was varied from 1 Hz to 20 Hz. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the
sine wave disturbance was 10 mm. Figure 8 shows the transmissibility of the vibration
at a disturbance frequency of 1–20 Hz. Here, transmissibility of vibration was calculated
by the ratio of the root mean square (RMS) of displacements y and z. When considering
a one-degree-of-freedom vibration system, the vibration transfer coefficient is given by
Equation (3). The vibration transfer coefficient has a value greater than 1 in the resonance
region, and there is a vibration isolation region where the vibration transfer coefficient is
less than 1 in the vibration frequency region sufficiently higher than the resonance. The
natural frequency ratio ω/ωn when the vibration transfer coefficient is 1 can be obtained as
shown in Equation (7).

T =

∣∣∣∣Ux
0

V0

∣∣∣∣ =
√√√√ 1 + 4ζ(ω/ωn)

2

{1− (ω/ωn )2} 2 + 4ζ2(ω/ωn)
2 (3)
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T =

√√√√ 1 + 4ζ(ω/ωn)
2

1− 2(ω/ωn)
2 + (ω/ωn)

4 + 4ζ2(ω/ωn)
2 (4)

− 2(ω/ωn) + (ω/ωn)
4 = 1 (5)

(ω/ωn)
2{(ω/ωn)

2 − 2} = 0 (6)

ω/ωn = 0,
√

2 (7)
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Figure 7. Simulation model. 
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Figure 7. Simulation model.

Table 2. Specifications of simulation model.

Parameter Value

Mass m [kg] 64
Damping c [Ns/m] 145

Spring k [N/m] 23,485
Feedback gain f [-] −20, 0, 20, 40
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Figure 8. Transmissibility of each frequency of sine wave. 
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Figure 8. Transmissibility of each frequency of sine wave.

From the above, the range of vibration isolation is defined as the range of natural
frequencies that is more than

√
2 times the natural frequency.

Each control model had resonance points at frequencies of 1–5 Hz, and the trans-
missibility was very low at frequencies greater than 5 Hz. Figure 9 shows an expanded
section of Figure 8 from 1–5 Hz. The frequency of the resonance point was decreased by
increasing the feedback gain, because the mass was virtually increased. Therefore, the area
where transmissibility was less than 1.0 was wider. In the case of decreasing the feedback
gain, the frequency of the resonance point was increased by virtually decreasing the mass.
Table 3 lists the maximum values of the transmissibility and resonance frequency of the sys-
tem. In the case of negative feedback gain, although the range where transmissibility was
more than 1.0 became wider than the result without acceleration feedback, the maximum
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transmissibility at the resonance point decreased. Therefore, in the proposed acceleration
feedback system, there is a tradeoff between the maximum transmissibility at the resonance
point and the range where the transmissibility is less than 1.0.
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Figure 9. Transmissibility of each frequency of sine wave (1–5 Hz).

Table 3. Maximum transmissibility and that frequency.

Feedback Gain f Frequency [Hz] Transmissibility

−20 3.7 6.99
0

(without control) 3.0 7.27

20 2.6 7.39
40 2.4 7.68

5. Effect of Control Performance by Feedback Gain

It was confirmed that acceleration feedback could change the vibration characteristics
of the active seat suspension system. However, the effect of acceleration feedback control
on the control performance has not been clarified. Therefore, we performed a numerical
simulation in the case of a disturbance input to an ultra-compact vehicle similar to an actual
travelling situation and investigated the effect.

The simulation in this section used the same model as in Section 4. The disturbance
was white noise filtered using a low-pass filter at 20 Hz, and the RMS of the disturbance
was set to 5 mm. The feedback gain and parameters of the vibration model were the
same as those described in Section 4. Figure 10 shows the time histories of (a) disturbance
and (b–e) displacement, velocity, and acceleration of feedback gains −20, 0, 20, and 40.
The frequency characteristics of the system were changed by the acceleration feedback
compared to the conditions without control. Moreover, the amplitude was changed by
control. Figure 11 shows the transmissibility from disturbance z to displacement y for
each feedback condition. In the cases of f = −20 and 20, the vibration amplitude increased
compared to the condition without control. However, the vibration was suppressed by
acceleration feedback at f = 40. By setting the feedback gain to −20, the apparent mass
changes, and the vibration is considered to be amplified because it is out of the vibration
isolation range. When the feedback gain is set to 20, the vibration is within the vibration
isolation range, but the vibration is amplified due to the large peak of vibration as shown in
Chapter 3 (Figure 8). When the feedback gain is set to 40, the vibration isolation zone and
the vibration peak are well balanced within the range of the present excitation conditions,
and the vibration is considered to have been suppressed.
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Figure 10. Time histories of vibration.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, we established a control model that feeds back the acceleration to
terminate the error occurring in the integral process and investigated the change in vibration
characteristics in the case where the feedback gain of acceleration was changed. The
simulation assumed that the actual driving conditions were satisfied, and the frequency
characteristics were investigated. From these results, we conclude the following.

i. Change of frequency characteristics affects control performance by change of reso-
nance point.

ii. It is possible to suppress vibrations by applying an appropriate feedback gain. In the
future, we intend to perform experiments using an actual apparatus and establish a
multi-degree-of-freedom vibration control system for an actual vehicle.

In the future, frequency characteristics will be confirmed with multiple occupants
using actual equipment. Furthermore, a system that changes the acceleration gain of
vibration in real time according to the psychological state of the occupants by combining
biometric information will be constructed.
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